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1. Introduction 
Tile aim of the present paper is twofold: to discuss some properties 
of cardinals formul~,,ted by others and generalize them and propose new 
probtelns concerning these properties. 
The underlying idea is the following: the strongly compact and 
supercompact ardinals can be regarded as generalizations of weakly 
compact and measurable cardinals, respectively, generalizing some 
properties of a cardinal ~: to properties of two cardinals ~:, 9~, in fact, 
to properties of the set ~:  (;k). We carry this generalization further and 
obtain some new properties of a pair of cardinals ~:, .k. 
The Sections 1 and 3 deal with closed unbounded sets; Section ! with 
the sets closed unbounded in ~: a~ad Section 3 with the generalized con- 
cept, In Section 1 we prove among others that if V = L [ U],  then U is 
the only measure whicl concentrates on the closed unbounded sets. The 
main theorem of Section 3 is that in the constructible universe there 
exist 2 ~" stationary subsets of  9 (~,) such that the intersection of  any 
two of them is nonstationary. The proof uses a combinatorial principle 
(~') which is a generaliz~ation f  Jensen's (<>). 
The Sections 2 and 4 deal with large cardinals - strongly compact 
and supercompact. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of  a 0¢, ~.)- 
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mess, and use it to reformulate strong compactness. We also discuss a 
possible generalization of supercompactness. In Section 4, we introduce 
two combinatorial properties of  ~ (k). In Section 5. we define the 
notion of a Suslin mess and investigate a generalization f Suslin's 
problem. The main result of Section :5 is that the existence of a Suslin 
mess is consistent. 
Throughout the paper, we use the standard set theoretical terminology 
and notation. In particular, we identify cardinals with the initial ordinals, 
use IXl to denote the cardinality of a set X, use ~:+ for hhe successor of a 
cardinal r :'nd let f "X  denote the image of ~ set X under a function f 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic theory of forcing 
and also with some elementary properties of L. 
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1. Closed unbounded sets and large cardinals 
In this section, we re~ iew some facts about closed unbounded sets, 
emphasize their relation,hip to large cardinals and mention some 
problems arising in connection with closed unbounded sets. Some of 
the properties considered here will be investigated again in a more gen- 
eral setting in subsequent sections, 
Let ~: be a regular cardinal greater than S 0" A set C ~ ~ is closed (in 
~:) if 
(1.1) S is a nonempty subset of C and tSt < ~: ~ supS ~ C. 
C is unbounded if 
(1.2) (V~ < ~:)3~[a </~ and ~ ~ C]. 
A set S ~ ~: is stationary if 
(I,3) S n C ~ 0 fgr any closed unbounded C ~ ~:. 
Let F be the family of all subsets of ~: that contain a closed unbounded 
subset. The following pro[~erties of closed unbounded sets are well 
known (cf. e.g, Fodor [5] ): 
1 ,I. (a) The intersection o f  less than ~ closed unbounded sets is closed 
unbounded, Hence F is a nontrivial ~-complete filter over ~. 
(b) The diagonal intersection o f  closed unbounded sets is closed un- 
bounded: i.e., i f  Ct~, ~ < ~:, are closed unbounded, then 
(1.4) AC ={t~:aEfl~<~C~} 
is closed zmbounded. 
(c} t f  S is a stationary set and f is a function regressive on S. then f 
is constant on some stationary subset orS, 
(A function f is regressive on S. if 
(1.5) fl(e) < t~ for each ~ ~ S, ~ ~ 0,) 
A more recent addition to the theory of closed unbounded sets is the 
following result of Solovay I201 : 
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1.2. Ever)' statiotuzry subset of  ~ is the disjoint union of  ~ stationary 
subsets. 
The following property of  the closed unbounded sets is worth 
mentioning: 
1.3. The filter generated by the closed unbounded sets is ttre l¢~ast 
normal filter over ~ containing aU final segments {a < K: a > %}, 
(Here normal means closed under diagonal intersections.) 
Proof. Let F be a nontrivial normal filter over ~:, We shall prove that 
every closed unbounded set is in F, First, we notice that the set 
(1.6) l = {t~ < t~: ~ is a limit ordinal} 
belongs to F, Let 
(1.7) ,¥~= {~<K:~>~+I}  
for each ~ < to. Obviously, 
(1.8) l = A X~.  
Ct<~: 
Now, let C be a closed unbounded set and let 
(1.9) C = {x a: a < K} 
be its increasing enumeration. If we let 
x (1.10) 
then 
(1.11) c_z A X n l  
t~<K 
and therefore C ~ F. 
We are now going to discuss the most prominent open problem about 
the closed unbounded sets. Call two subsets A 1, A 2 of r¢ almost disjoint 
if 
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(1,12) IA l n A21 < ~, 
The following problem is posed in [4, p. 27] (for ~: = ~l). 
1,4. Problem (ErdSs-~Hajnal). Does there exist a family o f  K + or 2 ~ 
ahnost disjoint stationary subsets o f  re'? 
Let F be a nontrivial ~,:-complete filter over ~¢. We may say that a set 
X _c t¢ has measure one if X E ~, measure zero if its complement has 
measure one and positive measure if it does not have measure zero. (Thus 
if F is the filter of  closed unbounded sets, then the stationary sets are the 
sets of  positive measure.) F is called X-saturated if there is no family 9C 
of  k sets of  positive measure such that 
(1.13) XI.  X2 ~ gC and X1¢~ X2-~ XI n X2 hasmeasurezero.  
If the answer of Problem 1.4 is positive, then the filter of closed un- 
bounded sets is not ~:* or 2 ~-saturated. It follows from tl',e work of 
Kunen that the existence of ~(~-saturated filters is basical!y a large cardi- 
nal axiom, e,g, of. [ 141: 
! .5. I f  ~ carries a n+-saturated .t~lter, then it is measurabh: in some sub- 
model 
The positive answer to Problem 1.4 follows from a combinatorial 
principle of  Jel~sen (presumably, this was also observed by otb_e~), 
Jensen invented the following axiom to show that Sttslin's con.iecture 
fails in L (cf. 1101). 
(<)) There is a sequence ( ,4"  t~ < ~:) with the/bl lowing proper~v: for 
every A ~ ~, the set 
(1,14) {a<r , :A t3a=A } 
is stationary. 
It is well known that (~) holds in L and that tllere are generic extensions 
in which (6) is true along with 2 ~ being anything prescribed. 
I See the post~cdpt. 
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1.6. l f  (<>) holds, then there is a family o f  2 ~ abnost disjoint stationary 
subsets o f  K. 
Proof. Let (A"  a < to) be a sequence from (0). For each A c ~:, let 
(1.15) Sa={a<tc :Ana=A~}.  
I fA l, A2 c s:, A t # A 2, let ¢~ < ~: be such that either a ~ A I and 
¢t ~A 2 or conversely, lf/~ E SA~ and also ~ E S,I 2 , then A ! n/3 = 
Aa =A 2 n/~, and so / J<  ~t; hence 
(1.16) SA, n SA2 c__ a.  
Therefore, 
(1.17) {S A : A c_ ~} 
is a family of  2 ~ ahnost disjoint stationary sets. 
For a more general theorem, cf. Proposition 3.6. Another related 
result is due to Prikry: 
1.7. Let K be a successor cardinal and F a filter over ~. I f  there is a 
Kurepa g-tree, then there is a family o f  t~ + almost disjoint sets o f  
positive measure. 
(For the notion o fa  Kurepa tree, cf. e.g. [6] .) 
Now, let us turn our attenti-~n to large cardinals. Let K be a measur- 
able cardinal and let U denote ~ measure on t~, i.e. a nontrivial r-com- 
plete ultrafilter over to. U is said to be normal if every function regres- 
sive on a set of measure one is constant on a set of  measure one. The 
normal measures are known :o l-,ave th~.r following property: 
1.8. I f  U is normal then ever), closed unbounded set has measure one. 
A natural question is whether the converse is true; whether only 
normal measures are extensions of  the filter o f  closed unbounded sets. 
It turns out that the answer is neither yes nor no. 
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1.9.1i"~: is strongly compact, then there is a nonmormal measure U which 
contains every closed unbounded so.'. 
Proof. If ~ is strongly compact, then every ~:-complete filter over any set 
can be extended over a ~-compI~te u',tra~lter (cf. e.g. [ 13] ). Let X be 
the set 
(I .18) X = {a < ~:: o f (a )= co} . 
X is stationary and so the family 
(1.19) F = {X n C: C is dosed unbounded in ~} 
is a K-complete filter over ~. Now, if U is a ~-complete ultrafilter such 
that "c ~ U, then U is apparently not normal, since a fundamental prop- 
erty of normal measures i that the set of  all regular cardinals below 
has measure one, Thtts U will do. 
1.10. Theorem, I f  V = L[ U], where U is a normal measure on ~, then 
U is the only measure which contains all closed unbounded sets. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Kunen's characterization f  measures 
on • in the model L[U]. His Theorem 7.3 in [ i4i says that every meas- 
ure ~ en ~ in L [ U! is of  the form 
(!.20) {X~:~Ei~"  (X)} forsome~<i0c'  (~).  
Using the notation of [ 141, we show that if ~ is a measure on ~ and 
q~ ~= U, then there is a closed unbounded C~ t¢ such that C~.  
First, note that in (! .20) if/j = i0u,(~:) for some n, then ~ = U. Hence 
for some n, 
(1.21) i0un(~:) < ~< iUn+I(K) ; 
to simplify notation, assume that n = 1. Thus 
(1.22) i01(~:) < ~< i02(~:) 
and for each X c K, 
! See the postscript. 
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(1.23) XEq)  ~-~ ~ io2(~ ) . 
Let U 2 be the ultrafilter over 
(1.24) [~] 2 = {(~,/3): a </3 < K} 
defined by 
and le t fbe  a function from [~:] 2 to ~: such that 
(1.26) If] = ~. 
Since i01(~)< ~, we may assume that 
(1.27) f(a,/3) > t3 
for all (~,/3) ~ [K] 2. To show that q~ does not contain all closed un- 
bounded se,:s, it suffices to find a closed unbounded set C c__ ~ such that 
(1.28) VI ~ io,.(C), 
i.e., such that 
(1.29) f (a , /3)q~C 
for all (a,/~}E [K] 2 Let 
(~.30) g(3') = suptf(~,/3) + 1: ~ </3 < 3'} 
for each 3' < to. The function g is continuous, so let C be the set of all 3' 
with g(2~) = 3'; then C is closed unbounded. 
Now, if 7 c: C and (~,/3) E [~¢12 then either/3 _> 3" and f (a ,  ~) >/3 >_ 3, 
or else a </3 < 3' and f (a, /3)  < g(3') = 3'. In any case, f(e,/3) ~ C 
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2. Strongly compact and supercompact ar<linals 
In this section, we introduce a combinatorial property which is equiv- 
alent to strong compactness and look shortly into a possible generaliza- 
tion of  supercompactness, 
The strongly compact cardinals have their name from the definition 
involving compactness of infinitary languages. They can also be defined 
in terms of ultrafilters. We give here.three equivalent definitions. For 
more information about the strongly compact cardinals, consult [ 13 ], 
l'he language o ,~ (following [ 121 ) is the forst order language n- 
riched by infiaitary disjunctions of length less than ~:: 
~<~ 
lf~:_< k, 9~ (k) is the set {pc  k: IPI < ~:}, 
A cardinal ~: > ~o is strongly comlmct if it satisfies any of the follow- 
ing definitions. 
(A) For any set S. every ~:-complete filter over S can be extended to a 
~:-complete ultrafilter over S. 
(B) Fo:" every 3, ~ ~: there exists a ~:-complete ultr~-i~°er U over 7'~(k) 
such tha~ {Q ~ :9~(k): Q ~P} ~ U for each P~ 7'~: ~h). 
(C) ~ is inaccessible and if ~ is a set of sentence~,~ in 12  and every 
subset of ~ of power < ~: has a model, then v, has a model. 
To see that these definitions are equivalent, use an ultrapewer for 
(B) ~ (C) and a suitable set of sentences for (C) ~ (A). [Given a ~:- 
complete filter F over S, consider the language with constants c x for 
each X ~ S and a 'mary predicate U and the set ~ of sentences which 
say that over S, U is a K-,'omplete ultrafilter such that U ~ F. ] 
Let us say that u: is k-compact if ~: is inaccessible, k >_ ~: and the com- 
pactness condition in ((') hoids for every set of sentences Z of cardinality 
If k = ~:, then k-compactness i  the weak compactness. The weakly 
compa~'t cardinals arc known to have several equivalent characterizations 
[I 9]. A prominent properzy characterizing the weakly compact cardi- 
nals is the tree property whose generalization we are now going to con- 
sider, A further investigation of that property will follow in Section 5. 
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Let ~: be a regular cardinal and let ~: < X. Consider binary functions t
such that P = dom(t)  ~ 5P~ (?`) (we say that t lives on P). 
2.1. Definition. A binary (~, ?,)-mess (or simply a mess) is a family M of 
functions with the following properties: 
(2.2) 
(a) if t E M, then dora(t) ~ ~,, Idom(i')l < r and rng(t) ~ {0, 1} ; 
(b) if t E M and s ~ t then s ~ M: , 
(c) i fVPE  9.(?`) 3 t  ~ M (t lives on P). 
A mess is solvable if there is a function f: 3, ~ {0, 1} (a solm'ion of 
M) such that for every P ~ 9 ,0 , ) ,  
(2.3) f l P~ M. 
An inaccessible cardinal ~: is strop.gly compact if and only if every mess 
is solvable (see [ 13 ] for related topological characterizations of  strong 
compactness): 
2.2. Let ~ be inaccessible and let ?`~ = ?`. Then ~ is ?`-compact i f and 
only i f  every binary (~, ?`)-mess is solvable. 
Proof. (i) If  every mess is solvable, then ~: is ?`-compact. The proof  is 
similar to Henkin's proof  of  Gbdel's completeness theorem for the 1 st 
order language. Let ~; be a set of  sentences of.eK,~o such that 
IZ I = ?` and that every subset of  )2, of  powe. < ~: has a model. Wittlout 
loss of  generality we may assume that 2; contains all the Skolem sen- 
tences o~ for all formulas $, ef  the language of Z with one free variable; 
i.e., o is the sentence 
(2.4) 3u,p(o) -~ ~o(e,), 
where % is the Skolem constant associated with ~o. 
Let 
(2.5) <o : a < 
be an enumeration of  all the sentences of  the language of 2;. We define 
a mess M as follows: 
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t E M ~ (~1 ~) [ 9I is a mod,:l of ~ n {o,~ : o~ ~ dora t} 
(2.6) and Va e~ dora( t ) ( t (a )= 1 +-~ PI ~ %)1 • 
Since every subset of Z of power < ~: has a model, 11! satisfies the deft- 
nition (2.2) of a me~. Thus there is f :  )`-~ {0, 1} such that f l PE  t14 
for every P~ 9K()`). We define a mod~,l ~1 of ,~ as follows: le t  
(2.7) £*  = {o : f (a )= 1}. 
Obviously, Z c__ £ , .  Now, let ~ be the set of all constant erms modulo 
~, where 
(2.8) r! ~ r 2 ~-* X* I- r t = r 2 • 
It follows that ~1 is a model of ~*, a fol tiori of Z. 
(ii) I f  g is )`-compact, hen every (~,)`)-mess i  solvable. Let M be a 
(g, ),)-mess; we are going to find f :  )`-~ {0, I} such that f l P~ M for 
every P ~ 9 K ()`). Let us consider the following set of sentences of  
~o,~.  For every 0inary t with dom(t) ~ 9K()`), let e t be a constant and 
let F be unary predicate. ~ is the set of  sentences 
(2.9) 
qlF(es)  ^  F(et) l  (for every pair s, t of incompatible 
flmctions), 
V F(e t) (P~? 9 ()`))~ 
t~M 
t lives on P 
If X c_- ~ and IXI < ~:, then X has a model. To see that, take Q E 9~()`) 
so big that dom(t)  c_ Q for every t which occurs in X. Choc.~e some 
t~ M which lives on Q and let e s E F just in case that s c_C_ t. In this way 
we get a model of X. 
Since I ~ I = )`~, ~ has a model ~1. All the functions t such that 
~ F(e t) are pairwise compatible and so the function f defined by 
(2.10) f (a)  = t(a) for any t such that ~),i ~ F(e t) 
is a solution of the mess M. 
As an immediate corollary of  Theorem 2.1, we have the following 
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combinatorial principle (using the compactness theorem for the first 
order language): 
J 
2.3. Let S be an arbitrary set and let M be a set o f  binary function,~ 
defined on finite subsets o rS  such that: 
(i) i f  t E M and s c t, then s E M: 
(ii) for every finite P ~ M, there is a t ~. M def#wd on P. 
Then there exists a function f on M such tizat f t l  a E M for every finite 
pc_S. 2 
The notion of supercompactness was introduce~a by Reinhardt m~d 
Solovay in 1967 (cf. [ 171 ). It is a generalization f strong compactr~ess 
(compare with the definition (B) of strong compw :taless) and is usually 
defined in either of the following equivalent ways. 1,et t¢ be a cardinal 
and ~, be an ordinal, ~, :> g. 
2.4. (A) ~: is k-supercompact if th, re exists a x-complete ultrafilter U 
over 9K(X) such that {Q ~_ 9,,O,): Q E P} ~ U for each Pc  ~(~) ,  aad 
U is normal, i.e. closed under diagonal intersectio~as: if X,~, a < ~,, are 
in U, then 
(2.11) aX  n -L} 
~,~P 
is in U. 
(B) x is X-supercompact if there exists an elementary embedding 
]: V~ N (N is a transitive model) such that: 
(i) j I~, is the identity, 
(2.12) (ii) ](g) > k,  
0ii) ]"k = {/(a): ¢~ < ~}~N.  
(B) follows from (A) via the ultrapower of V by U. "Io see that (B) 
implies (A), let 
(2.13) Xe U~-,,]"X~](X).  
2 The referee informs ule that this principle was first proved by R~ Rado in 1949 (cf, [ 16] ) and 
points out 1o me the article [3] of E. Engeler that relates it with the compactne~ theorem. 
In fact, tlli~ principle was rediscovered several times, at least in [2; 18; 1]. 
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A cardinal ~ is supercompact if it is k-supercowpact for all X >_ ~:. As 
of now, it is still open whether supercompactness is actually stronger 
than strong compactness. 
In case of  ~, = ~:, the notion of ~:-supercompactness is equivalent to 
measurability: ~is ~-supercompact if and only if ~ is measurable. The 
notion of measurability has been generalized (by Kunen in [14] ) in the 
foilowing direction: we look at ~: in a transitive model M and consider 
an outside measure on ~ (i.e. a measure which itself may not be in M). 
Using the suitable definition, this is equivalent to the existence of  an 
elementary embeddi-~g ]: M -* N with ] 1~: = identity, j(~:) > ~: and M and 
N having the same K-sequences of ordinals, This condition is much 
weaker than measurability; in fact, for M - L, it is by Kunen equivalent 
to the existence of 0 ~. 
When we try to generalize the notion of supercompactness along the 
same lines we obtain the following notion: 
2.5, Definition. Let ,}1 be a transitive model, ~: a cardinal in & and 
;k > x. We say that ~: is k-supercompact w.r.t. M if there exists an ele- 
mentary embedding ]: M ~ N such that: 
(i) ]Ix is the identity, 
(ii) /'(h:) > k, 
(iii) /"k ~ N, 
(iv) M and N admit the same ;k-sequences, i.e., if <a," a < )~) ~- M 
and a ~ N for all a < k, then (a  : a < ~,) ~ N, and vice versa. 
Since for X = ~: we can let M be a small model (like L), a natural . 
question is how small can M be in the case X > ~:. It turns out that with 
> h:, even the weaker notion of supercompactness makes M quite fat. 
We were unable to find any reasonable M other than the universe which 
would work. In particular: 
2.6, (e) Let  ~ be a k-supercompact w.r.t. M. I l k  ~ (~+~,  then M is not 
L; neither is M = L [ U] , where U is a measure on ~.. 
(b) f f  ~. is k-supercornpact w.r.t. M for every ~ .>_ ~,, then M ~ ~ is 
supercompact. 
Proof. First we notice that the following is true: Let t~ = I~/~M(~M(~k~'~M 
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If t~ is #-supercompact w.r.t. M, tV, e:~ M ~ ~ is X-suFzrcompact. To see 
that, let ] be an elementary embedding 
(2.14) j: M-~ N 
such that ( i ) - ( iv)  from Definition 2.3 is satisfied, with/a in place of  X. 
We defil~e 
(2.t5) U = {X~ 9MgM(x): , /"X ~/'(X)} 
K " 
It suffices to show the:'. U ~ M; then the standard argument shows that 
t~ is ~-sapercompact in M Since ]l/a ~ M holds by (iii) and (iv), it follows 
that 
(2.16) i l yM(9~t(X) )e  M,  
again by (iv). Thus we can define U inside M using (2.17). 
Now, (b) follows immediately and so dt~s the first part of Ca). if 
M = L, ;k = (~:+)t. and ~ is X-supercompact w.r,t. ,!L then s: is s:-super- 
compact (i.e. measurab!c) in L, a contradiction. 
I fM = L[UI ,  where U is a measure on ~, ), = (s:*) M and K is X-super- 
compact w.r.t. M, then let 
(2.17) j: LIU] ~ LIi(U)I 
be an elementary embedding which satisfies (i)-(iv). Since 
(2.18) L[U] ~ lOq = t~ ÷ , 
we have UE L[ i (U) I ,  i.e., 
(2.19) LI/(U)I ~ t~ is measurable. 
contrary to the known property of L 1i(~31 that/(t-) is its only meas- 
urable cardinal. 
Another natural questiom: about the relative sut~ercompactpess is: 
what properties P(t~, ?t) are true in M. If X = t:, then it is well known that 
~: is weakly compact in M. The analog which holds ill our case is 
2.7. l f~  is X-supercompact w.r.t. M and ~t~ = )t in M, thea tt is ~t-corapact 
inM. 
In fact, in Section 4 we will prove a slightly stionger statement. 
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3. Closed unbounded sets on '9  (X) 
If ~: is a large cardinal, e.g. measurable, tile closed unbounded sets in 
~: play a central role in malay considerations about ~:. Thus we are going 
to investigate thc appropriate analog of closed unbounded sets on the 
set .~K (X). 
First, we are going to give a definition of  closed unbounded sets in 
this more general case and prove some properties analogous to those 
mentioned in Section 1. Then we will discuss the analog of ErdSs' 
problem (Problem 1.4). 
Let t¢ be a regular uncoun!able cardinal alf~l et ~ >_ ~¢ be an ordinal. 
A setD c_ 9~(;k) is directed if for any PI '  P2 ~ D there i sP~ D such 
that P -~ P~ u P~. A set D c. 5a (X) is a chai~: if D = {P  : ot < 3'} such 
tha lP0~P l  c_ . . . cp  c .... a<7.  
3.1. Definition. A set C c 9 (X)  is ch)sed if for every nonempty ckain 
D c_. C such that 
(3.1) IDI < to, we have U{P: Pc  D} ~ C. 
[Originally, we defined 'closed' as closed under unions of  directed sets. 
Solovay has pointed out that if C is closed under unions of  c ,ains of 
power less .than to, then C is closed under unions of  directed subsets 
whose union is of cardinality less than to. ] 
C is unbounded if
(3.2) (VP~ 9 , (X) )3QIP~QandQ~C]  . 
A set S c_Q. 9 (X)  is statiotmry if
(3.3) S c~ C ~: 9 for any closed unbounded C c__ 9 (X). 
Let F be the filter generated by the closed unbounded sets. The follow- 
ing theorem is file analog of I. 1. 
3.2. Theorem. (a) The sets/; = {Q ~ 9 K (X): Q 3_ p} are closed unbounded. 
(b) The intersection o f  less than ~ closed unbounded sets is closed un- 
bounded. Hence F is a v:-complete filter over 5aK(X ). 
(c) The diagonal intersection o f  closed unbounded sets is closed un- 
bounded; hence F is nornmL 
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(d) l f  S is a statiot~rv, set and f is regressive on ,~,~ then f is consta,,~t 
on some stationary subset of  S. 
Proof. (a) Obvious, 
(b) Given closed unbounded sets (~,/~ < ~, with o <, e, we show that 
(3.4) C = tq C~ 
/i<t~ 
is closed unbounded.  We can as wel l  assume that C 0 --) C l D D C~ ~ 
To show that C is closed, let D ~ C be a chain, IDI < ~:. Then UD ~ C~ 
for each/j, since C~ is closed and so U D ~ C. To show that C is un- 
bounded, let P ~ ~P (X). Since C O is unbounded, there ~s P,~ 3__ p such 
that P0 ~ Co" Similarly, there is P~ 3- P0 such ~hat Pl E C~, and in 
general we can get P~ 3- On<+P , such that Pp+ ~ C+ for all ~ < ~, Let 
(3.5) Q= LI P~, 
For each ~, Q ~ C~ because C~ is closed, so Q ~ C. Hence C is unbvunded. 
(c) Let C, be closed unbounded sets for each t~ < ;k, Let 
(3.6) C = z~C ={Pc  '~( ;~) :P~C foreach~P}.  
To show that C is closed, let D c_. C he a chain, I DI < ~, Fix 
ot ~ UD. Let D' = {Q ~ D: o~ ~ Q}. We have D' 4- 0 since ~ E UD, D' is 
a chain and ID'I < ~:. Also, D' c__ C~ since if Q ~ D' then t~ E Q and so 
Q E C a . Now, since C a is closed, we have UD' ~ (~. It is clear that 
UD' = UD. So UD E C a, Thus for an arbitrary c~ ~ UD we have UD ~ (~ 
therefore, UD ~ C and hence C is closed. 
To show that C is unbounded, let P ~ ~ (;k). Using (b), pick Po ~ P 
such that P0 ~ 12'a~e (~'  P1 such that PI ~ f l~po (~" etc. Let 
(3.7) Q= U pn.  
n =0 
Obviously, Q 3_ p. We claim that Q E C, For a~y ~ E Q, there is m such 
that for all n > m, t~ ~ Pn : hence Pn, l ~ C~ lor a~l n > m. Since C a is 
closed and Q = On, m P,,÷l ' we have Q ~ c a. Thus, Q ~ C a for any 
o~ E Q and so Q E C. Hence C is unbounded. 
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(d) Let fbe  a regressive function on a stationary set S. By the way of 
contradiction, assume that for every 3' < 9~, the set 
(3.8) {e ~ S: f(P) = "r} 
is nonstatmnarv; i.e., there is a closed unbounded set C such that 
,f(P) ~ ~/whenever P ~ C r r~ S. Let 
(3.9) C = A C 
a<:k 
We claim that C c~ S = 0, contrary to the assumption that S is stationary. 
Assume that C c~ S is nonempty, and pick P ~ C c~ S. Since P ~ C, we 
have P~ (~ for each ¢~ ~ P ~'~ld since also P~ S, we have f(P) q= ~ for 
each ~ ~ P. In other words, f (P)  ~ P, a contradiction. 
The analog of 1.5 also holt:is: 
3.3. Let K be a X-supercompact ardinal, I f  U is a normal measure on 
9~(~), then every closed unbounded set has measure one. 
Proof. Let ]: V~ N be the corresponding elementary embedding (see 
2.4(B)). It suffices to show that if C is closed unbounded, then j"~, ~ C. 
Let D = {Q E j(C): Q q ]"X and IQI < ~:}; note thatD ~ N. Since C is 
unbounded, it follows that D is directed and UD =/";k. By the remark 
following (3.1), since X < j(~) and since ](C) is closed (in N), we have 
I 'X = UD =- ](C). 
Next, we discuss the question into how many disjoint stationa~ sub- 
sets can one partition a given stationary set in 9 ,  (X). We do not know 
whether the following theorem holds for limit ~:. 
3.4. Theorem. Let K be a successor cardilutl and let k >- ~: be a regular 
cardinal. Then every statio~u~ry set S c_ .9 (~)  is a union o f  ~ disjoint 
stationary subsets. 
Proof. We prove the theorem for the case ~ = S l" For e,~ery P~ 9~ (~), 
let 
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(3.10) p = {~,e: n ~ co} 
be some enumeration of  the countable set P 
First, we prove that there exists some n such that for every 3' < ~,, 
the set 
e>3'} ~3.11 ) {F ~ S: % _ 
is stationary. Otherwise, for every n, there exists 3'n < ~' such that the 
set (3.1 ! ) is not stationary. I.e., there exists a closed unbounded set (;z 
.e < 3'n- Thus if we let such that for every P ~ C, n S, we have a n 
(3.1 2) 3' = sup 3'.. C = Iq (~, , 
tl n 
we have %~ < 7 for all P ~ C n S and all n, i.e., P c_ 3' for all P ~ C n S, 
contrary to the fact that C n S is stationary. 
Now, we le t fbe  a function on S defined by 
(3.13) f(P) = a~ , 
where n is as above. Since J" is regressive on S, f is constant on some 
stationary subset of  S. Moreover, since 
'¢3' < ~,{P ~ S: f (P)  >- 3'} is stationary, " 14) ~.  
we have 
(3.15) V~3~ >_ 3"{P~ S: f (P)  = c5} is stationary. 
Obviously, if 81 ~ *2" then the corresponding stationary sets f_ l (61) 
and f - I  (82) are disjoint. Since X is regular, this gives us A disjoint 
stationary subsets of S. 
Now we turn to the problem how many stationary sets can one find 
such that any two of then~ have a nonstationary intersection. We recall 
that a filter F is v-saturated if there is no fmnily ~X of  v sets of  positive 
measure such that 
(3.16) X], X 2 ~ ~f, X ! :/: X 2 --, X t n X 2 has measure zero. 
35 .  Problem. Is the filter generated by the dosed unbounded sets on 
9~ K(X ) 2X-~aturated? 
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We shall introduce a combinatorial property (~) which is a generaliza- 
tion of  Jensen's (<>) and which gives the negative answer to Problem 3.5. 
We shall show that ('t b) is consistent. However, that still does not solve 
Problem 3.5 absolutely, 
(~) 7'here is a family { A e : P c 9 ~ (X) } with the ,lbllowing property." 
for every A C k, the set 
(3.17) {PE 9 (?O:AnP=Ae} 
is stationary. 
As in 1.6, we can prove: 
3,6. Proposit ion,/f  (@) holds, then there is a fa,nily of 2 x stationary 
subsets of ~ (X) such thai any two of  them have nonstationary inter- 
section. 
Proof, Let {At,: PE 9 (~,)} be a thmily from (~). For each A c_. k, let 
(3.'8) s 
If A l, A 2 ~ '~' A ! ~ A ~, let e < ~, be such that either a E A,  and 
a~ A 2 or conversely, l fP~ SA~ ~ SA2 thenA 1 n P=Ap =A 2 n P 
and so a ~ P; hence 
(3.19) SA nSA2 ~ {P~ 9 (X) :~q~P},  
where the set on the right-hand side of (3.19) is nonstationary. There- 
fore, 
(3.20) {SA: A C_ X} 
is a family of 2 x stationary sets with nonstationary intersections. 
Now, we shall establish " "~" . consistency of (6_). We assume that the reader 
is familiar with tile basic techniques of the method of forcing. We are 
using the terminology of  [81. 
3,7. Theorem. Let tilt be a model of  ZFC and let 
(3.21 ) 9It ~ g is a regular uncountable cardinal, 2 :-~ = ~: 
and ~ >_ ~: is a cardi~mL 
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Then there is a generic extension CltZ [G1 of  C~ with the same cardinals 
such that 
(3.22) ff/t[Gl I= ,J,(t¢, h) .3 
Proof. As the set of forcing conditions we take the set of all functions 
p such that: 
(i) dom(/,) c_ ~(X),  
(3.23) (ii) l dom(p)l < K, 
(iii) p(P) c_ p for every PE  dora(P).  
A condition p is stronger than a condition q, p _< q, i fp  is an exten- 
sion of  q. The reader is asked to verify that these forcing conditions 
preserve cardinals and that the generic extension ,satisfies 0(~,  ;k). 
We conclude this section by ~howing that (~) holds in the construc- 
tible universe (at least if ~ is a successor cardinal). ~ We restrict ourselves 
to the case when K = ~,  but all our considerations can be carried out 
for every successor cardinal h:, with only notational changes, We assume 
that the reader is familiar with the basic propei ties of  the constructible 
universe L, in particular, with the basic model theoretical properties of 
the models (L , ~), 
3.8. Theorem. Assume V = L, Let X be a cardinal such that i f  ~ > o~. 
then ~(~l"  X) holds; i.e,, there is a family {St,: P a countable subset o f  
~ } such that for every S c__ X, the set 
{ e: s n e= s e} 
is stat&nary in ~,~ (X). 
Proof. We shall define the family {St,: Pc  7 '  (E)} by recursion on the 
order type of P. For every 0~ < ¢o I , we define S c a and then i fP  c: 
3 If we do not assume 2ff = ~<, then we have r~ [G] ~ (2~ ~[ = ~ and all ca~inals ~ and all 
cardinals > (2K) ~ are preserved, Also, (2~) '~ [G] ~ ~;~%'~. 
4 This is the result we announced in [ 7], 
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has order type o~ and ~r is tile unique order preserving mapping of P onto 
a ,  we let Sp = r r  t (Sa). For each a < co I , let S,~, C~ be the least pair (in 
the canonical well ordering of  the constructible universe) of  set S, C 
satisfying the following five properties: 
t l )  S~ ti: 
[2) every element P of  C is an infinite subset of a, belongs to 
L~, and L~ ~ (P is countable); 
(3) i fP~ t~, P~ L~ 'nd L ~ (P is countable), then there 
(3.24) exists Q ~ C such that Q ~ P: 
(4) if D c C is a chain, D ~ L~ and Lc, ~ (D is countable), 
then UD ~ C: 
(5) i\-~reach Pc  C, we haveSn P~ S e. 
Obviously, the ~ -" ;~ t.rop~rt,es (?.3--(4) mean that C is (in that sense) closed 
unbounded. The property (5)needs a word of explanation: A set 
S ~ ~ with that property always exists. This is so becaure if P ~ C, then 
P~ L and so the order type of P is less than a and Sp has been already 
defined: S can be obtaired by a simple diagonal argument. 
We are going to show. that the family {S e: P ~ 9w ~ (~) } will do, i.e., 
that for each S c_ X, the set {P: S c~ P = St, } is stationary. 
Proof  by contradiction: Assume that this is not so, and let S, C be 
the least pair of sets (in L~÷) such that S c ~,, C is closed unbounded in 
9 (X) and S n P differs from Sp for each P~ C. (We can also assume 
that all the elem~-nts of C are infinite sets). 
3.9. Lemma. There is ,: model  og -< (Lh÷, E, co t , X)such that ~ n X ~ C 
Proof. Fix Skolem functions for ,he model L~÷ (one can use the canon- 
ical well-ordering). For each countable P c_. ;k, let 
¢'/~ p -< (Lb. ,  E. K, ~.) 
be file Skolem hull of  P. It suffices to show that the set 
K = t p: 9it/, n X = P} 
is closed unbounded. To show th. t  K is closed, note that 
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PEP'-* 91l p'< c'ttlt,,. 
I fD  C__ K is a countable chain, let P = LID; clearly 
e~p = lim {c//tl, : P ~ D} 
and we have C~p n ~ -P ,  so that P~ ,V. To see that K is unbounded, 
let Pc  9~o ~ (~.). We let Qo = P, Q~ ='~tfoo n ~,, Q2 -~ ¢'/~o~ n ~. etc: 
we have 
c//[Qo'< c///Ql"< 9/tQ2 -< .... 
¢m 
If we let Q = Lin=0 Qn then 
C~Q lim 
= n- .* , ,  f f t t  o'n 
and we have C~tQ n ~, = Q, so that Q ~ K. 
Now, let o#~ .< L~÷ be as in the lemma and let P = ~ n A~ We will 
show that S n P = St, , although P E C~ 
There is a unique ordinal number/~ such that c~ is isomorphic to La; 
let ,r be the isomorphism ~r: ctg -~ L0. Since c/~ n ~ = P, it is easy to see 
how ~r acts on the following sets: 
(i) *tO,) = rt~P is an ordinal ~ < ~o I , 
(ii) lr(S) = ,r"(S n P) is a set ,~c__ ¢z, 
(iii) denote (7 = re(C). 
Thus L~ satisfies the following: 
Le ~ S, C is the least pair such that ~ 'c  ~, 
C-" is closed unbounded and S n P ~ Sp for all P ~_ (7. 
Here, of  course, S e denotes the family defined in L a, using the defini- 
tion (3.24). However, that definition is absolute and Sp is unarr.biguous 
for P ~ L0. 
We shall complete the prooi" by showing that the sets S, (7 satis~* 
( I ) -  (5) in (3.24), so that S = S~ and C " C~. Fhat is rather straight- 
forward, as soon as one realizes that in La, the countable subsets of  a 
are exactly those subsets of  ~ which are countable in L (because ~ is 
an uncountable cardinal of  cofinality > ¢o in the model La); similarly 
for countable families of  countable sets. 
Now, we are approaching the contradiction. Since rr is the order- 
preserving map of P onto a, we have 
S t , = rr_l(S~,) =rr 1(S) =Sn ~ =Sne.  
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4, More on strongly compact and supercompact ardinals 
Here, we discuss shortly two combinatorial properties related to 
strongly compact and supercompaet cardinals. Both properties are 
generalizations to :~ (~t of l~roperlies which have been under investi- 
gation in connection with v eakly compact and measurable cardinals. 
4.1. Definition. Let ~ be a cardinal arid ~, >_ ~:. We say that ~: is k-ineff- 
able if for every family 
(4.1) (At,: Pc  9 (},)) 
such that Ap c p for all P, there exists a .et A c ), such that the set 
(4.2) {P: At, = A n P} 
is stationary, 
If k = ,¢, then we have essentially the definition of imXfability intro- 
duced in | ! 11. It was pointed out by Magidor that if k I < k 2 and ~: is 
k~-ineff~ble, then ~: is ~'l-ineffable; in particular, k-ineffability implies 
ineffability. 
4.2. l f  K is k-ineffable, then ~ is X-compact. 
Proof. We prove that every binary (g, X)-mess is solvable. Let M be a 
mess. For every P E 9 (X), choose some t E M which lives on P and let 
{4.3) At, = {t~ ~ P: t (~)= 1} . 
lf A is the set obtained by using ineffability, then its characterisEc 
function is a solution of M. 
Note that in the proof we do not need that the set (4.2) is stationary, 
it suffices that it is unbounded, Thus 4.2 holds with 'k-ineffable' 
replaced by 'almost k-inefl:able', which in accordance with [ I 11 is 
defined as in 4.1 with 'stationary" replaced by "unbounded'. 
I See the p~st~ript. 
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4.3. I f  K is X-s~tpercompact, then K is X-ineffable. 
Proof. Let ] be an elementary embedding 
(4.4) ]: V-* N 
as in (2.12). Let 
(4.5) cJ= (Ap: Pe  7~(X)) 
be such that A t, c_ p for each P. In N, look at the member of](5 r) 
indexed by ]"h. It is a subset of]"k  and as such is equal to ]"A, for a 
unique A c_ ~. We shall show that 
(4.6) S = { P: A n P = Ae} 
is stationary. To show that, note that 
]"A = A ~ )(I'"X) =]"), c~ ](A),  (4.7) 
and so 
(4.8) ]"X ~ ](S) = {P: Pn  ](.4) = ]( ~: )(P)} , 
so that S has measure one in the measure on 9~ 0,) determined by ]. 
Now we apply 3.3 which shows that S, as every set of  normal measure 
one, is stationary. 
As a matter of  fact, the above proof works also in case when K is ;~- 
supercompact w.r.t.M. Thus, we have the following which is the state- 
ment promised at the end of  Section 2: 
4.4. I lK  is h-:upercompact w.r.t. M, then K is ~Mneflbble in M. 
Next, we discuss a partition property, which is a generalization of
the partition property 
(4.9) K-~ (K) 2 
(one of  the equivalent definitions of  weak compactness). 
Let us consider the set 
(4.10) -:X- {(P,Q):P, QE  9~(~,) andPc  Q} , 
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where ~: is a regular cardinal and ~. >__ K, A partition of 9( is a decompo- 
sition of  9f into two disjoint pieces (it is the same as coloring: all pairs 
in one part are pink, mad all pairs in the other part are green). A set 
H c_ 7 ) (~)  is homogeneous (for the given partition) if all pairs 
(P, Q) ~ 9 with P ~ H, Q ~ H have the same color. 
4.5. Definition. Part (a, X) means that for every partition of °X there 
exists an unbounded homogeneous .7 c 9 (X). (We recall that by 
Definition 3.1, H is unbounded just in case 
(,L11) (VP~ 7~K(~))3Q[P~Q',mdQ~H].) 
It X = K, then Part (~:, ~:) is equivale~:t to the property K ~ (~:)2. The 
reason why in the general case, we consider partitions of 9( rather 
than the se.t of  all pairs {P, Q} is the following. Color a pair {P, Q } 
pink if either P _~ Q or P ~ Q and color it green otherwise. Obviously, 
there is no unbounded homogeneous set for this partition. 
We conjectured that Part (~:, ;~) holds whenever ~: is a ;~-supercompact 
cardinal. That was since proved by Solovay and Menas. So~ovay first 
proved that for 3, not much bigger than ~:, e.g. for ~, = K ÷ , ,wery normal 
measure on 5~ (k) has the property that every partition ot 9) admits a 
homogeneous set of  measure one. Menas [ 15] then showed that for 
every ~ > K, if x is ~,-supercompact, there exists a normal measure on 
5o (),) with that property. 
It is an interesting problem, how strong is the property Part (~:, ~.). 
4 .6 . / f  Part (h:,)Q, then K is weakly compact. 
Proof. We prove that ~: ~ (~:)2. Assume that the pairs {a, t3} of ordinals 
< K are colored in two colors. We color 9~ as follows: (P, Q) ~ 9( is 
pink if and only if {a e, nO} is pink, where ~l, is the least ordinal not 
in P. Let H be an unbounded homogeneous subset of 9~ (;k). By recur- 
sion, we construct sets 
(4.12  Po c c_..., c__/, c_.... < 
such that P, ~ I1 and P~ ~_ 7, for each 3' < K. Clearly, the set 
(4.13) {~/): 3 '< ~:} 
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has cardinality t~ and is homogeneous for the original partition of  the 
pairs of ordinals. 
4.7. Problem. Does it fol low from Part (K, A) that ~ is A-compact ? 
After all, it might be possible that tt~e opposite is true, that Part (~:, A) 
holds if g is A-compact. Also, if' one requires that every partition of ~X 
admits a stationary homogeneous set then one obtains a stronger condi- 
tion Part* (u, A). 
4.8. Problem. What is the rclation between the proper(v Part* (~, ~) 
and x being A-ineffable ? 
Surprisingly enough, the property Part (~:, A) seems to be an open 
problem in the case of  h: = n 0. Of  course, if ~: = A = b~ 0, then Part (~,),) 
is just Ramsey's Theorem. So here is a problem for the combinatorists: 
4.9. P~oDiem. Let A be a (possibly uncountable) set and let 
(4.14) 9~ = {(P, Q): P c Q c A and P, Q finite}. 
Is it true that every partition o f  ~X admits an unbounded homogeneous 
set ? 
There has been some progress made on this preblem. Gaivin proved that 
if Martin's Axiom holds and A < 2 ~o then Problem 4.9 is answered 
positively. 
t See the postscript. 
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5, A generalization of Suslin's problem 
In Section 2, we introduced the notion of  a mess and investigated 
(~:, ~,bmesses for inaccessible cardinal ~:. In this section, we shall con- 
centrate on the case when ~: is an accessible cardinal, in particular, we 
shall look into the case of ~: = ~ I' We shall introduce the notion of 
Suslin mess, which is generalization of  Suslin trees and prove a consis- 
tency result for Suslin messes. 
Let ~: be a regular cardinal and let ~: <_ ;k. We recall that a binary 
(~:, ~,)-mess i  a family M of  functions with th~ following properties: 
(a) if t E M, then dora(t) c k, ldom(t)l < ~: 
andrng(t )  c_C- 0,1 ; 
(2.2) (b) i f tEMandsC- t ,  thens~M; 
(c) VP~ 9~(k)3t¢  M l t l i vesonP I .  
A mild mt'~ is a mess which satisfies 
(5.1) (d) VPE  9K(X) i{ t~M:  t i ivesonP}l  < ~:. 
Let us consider a regulzr cardinal ~: which does not have the tree 
property (e.g. ~ ! ), and let T c -~ 2 be an Aronszajn ~:-tree (for the deft- 
nition of these notions, see [61 ). Let k > ~: and let 
(5.2) tEM,-~ t l~isinclvdedinsomes~ Tand 
t(~) = 0 whenever a ~ ~: (and a ~ dom (t)). 
It is easy to see that M is a mild ~iess and does not have a solution. 
Thus we weaken the conditio1~ of solvability: Let us say that a binary 
function ,f is a oartial solution of a (x, ;~)-mess M, if: 
(i) dom q') ~ X, 
(5.3) 
(ii) f l PeM for eachPe  9~(A). 
We look for a mild mess which does not have even partial solutions of 
power ~. If M is such mess, we can let 
(5.4) t E T ~-~ t ~ -~ 2 and t ~ M 
and we obtain an Aronszajn K-tree, 
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Since ~ 1 admits an Aronszajn tree, it is reasonable to ask the follow- 
ing question: 
5.1. ProMem. Construct a mild binary (~t '  ~ 2 )'mess which aoes not 
have uncountable partial soluthms. 
In accordance with the generalization of the tree property, we now 
generalize the notion of a Suslin l ree. 
5.2. Definition. A Suslin (K, A)-mess M is a binary (x, ;k)-mess with tile 
following properties: 
(e) ,¢t does not have partial solutions of  cardinality x: 
(5.5) 
(f) every st, bset of  M of pairwise incompatible lements has 
cardinal~.ty less than x .  
[Two elements t I , t 2 ~ M are incompatible if there is no s ~ M such 
that s D tt and s .o t2" Note that for two functions t1, t 2 , if t ! and t 2 
are incompatil~le flmctions in file usual sense, i .e, t I (x) = t2(x) for 
some x, then t I and t~ are incompatible lements of  M: but the con- 
verse is false: t I u t~ may be a function not in M. 1 Two things can be 
noticed immediately: 
(1) A Suslin mess is mild since (5.1) follows from (f). 
(2) l fM is a Suslin (x, ;~)-mess, then the tree (5.4) is a Suslin K-tree. 
The main result of  tiffs section is that the existence of Suslin mess is 
consistent. We restrict ourselves to tl~e case x = ~ l' 
5.3. Theorem. Let 9It be a model ZFC + 2 so = ~! and let ~ be an 
uncountable cardinal inClg. Then there is a generic extension ~ [ G ] 
o f  tilt with the same card#~als such that in cttt [G] there exists a Suslin 
(~ j, ~)-mess. 
Proof. We shall use hea& :all forcing conditions, where the head is a 
countable subset P c f  ;k and the taii is a countable famil': of  functions 
living on P. To simplify notation, let us use the following symbol: if Y 
is a finite subset of P and t: P ~ {0, ! }, let 
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= s, where s(a) = I t(a) if u ~ E. (5.6~ t,lE 
[ 1 -- t (~) if oe E E. 
The set (9 ,  <)  of  forcing conditions consists of pairs (P, S) where: 
(it P is a countable subset of ~: 
(5,7) (ii) S is a countable set of  functions t: P ~ {0, 1} ; 
(iii) if t E S and E c dom (t) is finite, then t/E ~ S. 
A condi-:ion (P2' $2 ) is stronger than a condition (Pl' Sl ) if: 
(iv) P1 C_C_ P2' 
t5.8) 
(v) S i = {t tP l ' t~S2} . 
First, we shall show that the generic extension Q?~ [G] with these 
forcing conditions preserves cardinals ~ud does not add any new 
countable sets of ordinals. This follows by standard arguments from 
the following two lemmas. 
5.4. Lemma. l f tPe .  S o) > ( f l "  $1 ) > "'" > (P,, Sn ) > "'" is a descending 
sequence qf  conditions, ttwn there is a condition (P, S) such that 
(5.9) (P. S) < (Pn' S,z ~ for all tl. 
Proof.  Let 
(5.10) P= 0 Pn 
t! =0 
and let us construct a countable set S n of binary functions on P such 
that (5,9) holds. For each n and each t ~ S n, choose tn+ 1 ~ Sn+ l such 
that tn+ 1 D tn ' then choose tn+ 2 E Sn+ 2 such that tn+ 2 D tn+l, etc. 
Then le ,~ 
(5.11) t = 0 t~ 
i-- n + 1 
and let 
(5,12) S = {t /E :  t ~ S n for some n and E c_C_ p finite}. 
It follows that (P, S) is a condition and that (5.9) holds. 
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5.5. Lemma. ( 9, <)  satisfies the ~2-chain condition, i,e,, there is no set 
of cardi~ality ~2 of  mutually incompatible conditions. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that I¢ c 9 is a set of  pairwise 
incompatible conditions and that I Nl = b~ 2. By a popular lemma (cf, e.g, 
[9, Lemma 2.2.] ) there exists Z c W such that IZl = ~,  and a countable 
A c: ~ such that: 
(a) P1 n P2 = A for any two distinct heads of conditions in Z, 
(5.13) 
(b) {tlA : t ~ S} is the same for each (P. S) ~ Z. 
(To show that, one uses the continuous hypothesis,) 
It is not difficult to see that any two conditions in Z are compatible, 
contrary to the assumption. Now, let G be a generic set of conditions. 
Note that lbr each P~ 7~(~) there is a unique S such that [P. S) E G. 
We let 
(5.14) M = {t: t ~ S, where ~P, S) ~ G and P = dora (t)} . 
We shall show that in 9/~ [GI,  M is a Suslin mess. A simple forcing argu- 
ment which we leave to the reader shows that the elements of  M are 
binary functions living on countable subsets of  ~ and that they ~tist~ 
all the conditions from tile definition of  a mess, Thus we will only show 
that (e) and (f) from (5,5) hold, i.e. that M does not have uncountable 
partial solutions and that every set of pairwise incompatible elements of  
M is only countable. (Here we remind the reader of  the meaning of in- 
compatibility as explained after Definition 5,2.) 
5.6. Lemma. I f  t~" is a set of pairwise incompatible lements of  M, then 
W is at most co~mtable. 
Proof. We may assume that W is a maximal pairwise incompatible sub- 
set of M, i.e., that every t ,5 M is compatible with some w E W. (If IV 
is not maximal, we extend it to a maximal one.) Let ~_/be tile canoni- 
cal name for M. (It is uset;d to note that for each condition (P, S) and 
eact, t, (P, S) It- (t ~ M) if and only if t ip is included in some s E S. ) 
Let g' be a name for W and let (P0' So) be such that 
(5.15) (P0' So ) It- W_ is a maximal pairwise incompatible subset of3J/. 
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We shaU find a stronger condition which forces that W is countable. 
For every s ~ S o, there exists a stronger condition (P', S'), z ~ S' and 
w such that 
(5.16) z~w,  z~s  and (P ' ,S ' ) i k -w~' ;  
this is because of the maximality of W. Since S o is countable, there 
exists a condition (P1, $1 ) < (Po, So) and a countable set W l such that 
(5.17) (PI'  SI ) 11- W 1 C ~,' 
and for every s ~ S o there is w E W l and z ~ S l such that 
(5.18) zkw and zP -s .  
We can iterate this and obtain a sequence of conditions 
(5.19) (Po, So) > (PI, S I )> . . .> (P,,, Sn) > .... 
and a sequence of  countable sets 
(5.20) Wo g Wl < ... c |¢,, c ... 
such that 
(5.21) (Pn' S,, )I1- W n ~ ty 
and for every s E S n there is w ~ Wn+ l and z ~ S,,÷1 such that 
(5. ~)  zDw and z3s .  
Now we let 
o~ 
(5.23) P = ,,Yo t',,, W... = ,,=fi, I¢ n 
and we shall construct a countable set S such that 
(5.24) (P ,S )< (Pn' Sn) for all n 
and such that 
(5.25) (V t~S) i3w~ h®)lw c t l .  
From (5.25), it follows easily that 
(5.26) (P, S) 11-- Vt c ~ (t is compatible with some w ~ W** ) 
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and so 
(5.27) 
hence 
(e, s )~-  _w = w®, 
(P, S) I~ • is countable. 
We construct S as follows. Let z be a given element of some S o. Let 
(En: n ~ w) be a fixed enumeration of  finite subsets of P. We let 
zn+ l ~ Sn+ l be an extension o fz  such that 
(5.28) Zn+l/E o extends ome w ~ IOn+ 1 . 
We iterate this and get a sequence 
(5.29) 
such that 
(5.30) 
Zn+l c__ Zn+2 C__ ... C_ zn+k c:.... (k ~ w) 
Zn+ k E an+ k and 
zn+k+ t/E k extends ome w ~_ b',, ~k+t" 
All this is possible because the conditions (P,:, S n) satisfy (5.7(iii)) 
and (5.21). Finally, we let 
oo 
(5.31) z = LI Z pl+k ~* k =2-1 
and define S by 
(5.32) S = {z /E :  z ~ S,z for some n and E c p finite}. 
Now it is easy to see that S satisfies (5.25). 
5.7. Lemma. I f  f is a partial sohition o f  M, then f is coumable. 
Proof. To show that, we first notice that it follows from (5.7(iii)) that 
(5.33) if t ~ M and E is finite, then tiE ~ M. 
Assume that f is a partial solution o fM and that f is uncountable, .g. 
Ill = ~i" Enumerate the domain o f f :  
(5.34) dom (f) = {~:  ~< ¢Ol}. 
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For each ~, 
(5.35) tt =f ta  t ~ M: 
by (5.33), 
(5.36) s~ = t~+ I /{~J ~ M, 
But {s~: ~ < co I } is an uncountabic family of pairwise incompatible 
functions, which contradicts the previous lemma. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 5.3. 
We conclutae the article with the following problem: 
5,8, Problem. Construct a Suslin (~ t, ~ ~)-mess in L. s 
Postscript (April 1972). Since this article was written, several related 
results have bee, proved. Concerning Problem 1.4, J, Ketonen has 
fllown that if 2 ~o = ~l  and 2 '~ > ~2, fl~en there exists a family of 
~2 almost di,joint stationary sets. Ketonen also showed that if there 
are ~: distinct norma! measures on ~:, then there exists a non-normal 
measure which contai,s every closed unbounded set. This, combined 
with an earlier esort of Kunen and Paris, establishes the consistency of 
the last statement relative to ZF + there is a mea:urable cardinal. More- 
over, Ketonen improved our Theorem 1. ~ 0 by showing that every ~- 
complete ultrafilter over a measurable t¢ ~'hich extends the c.u.b, filter 
and is equivalent to a finite product of n-.~mal ultrafilters is already 
normal. Concerning Problem 4.8, M. Mag;~or has shown that Part* (K~ 9~) 
implies that ~: is ~,-ineffable, and that if ~ !s X-ineffable for every X, then 
t¢ is supercompact. Conseqaently, ~ is SUl.:ercompact if and only if 
V~, Part* (~, ~) if and only if V ~, (~: is ;',-ineffable). 
S Added in print: Solved by Laver. 
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